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R€VI€WS
OF: POETS AND MARKETS
A Mixed Bag of Little Magazines
This past year, the Quarterly received a small card headed "Memo
from Harper-Atlantic" stating: "It just isn't true that magazines spend
all their ti~e in destructive criticism of each other. See, for example,
the delightful compliment Newsweek 'paid the Atlantic's April issue."
While it is a little sad to read how happy "Harper-Atlantic" could become through recognition' by Newsweek (Richard Rovere calls N ewsweek the magazine of the policy makers, a position which The Atlantic
held even after the editorship of Oliver Wendell Holmes in a more
literary era) the sentiment of the card seems sincere and incontestable.
There are many brave new magazines deserving a salute, even if but
ave et vale-chief among them, the little magazines publishing poetry.
NMQ regrets having to turn down good verse simply because of space
restrictions and is honestly deligpted that there are new outletS for
poems. Fortunately, there is a burgeoning 'renaissance in the world of
poetry, and no town-gown clash between scholars and poets. Universities welcome the bards with their choicest bays and laurels, and perhaps more to the point, with salaries; a novel form of night club
entertainment has been the reading of verse in coffee houses; and almost
every week in the past year has 'seen the birth of a new little magaz~ne
. featuring verse. Many of these are born to blush unseen, to die after an
issue or two when the little money and great enthusiasm run low, but
some hardy few find their niches and struggle to the light among the
thorns.
A trio of little magazineS in New Mexico which have not wasted all
their fragrance on the desert air are Inscape, Targets and Quicksilver,
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the first two published in Albuquerque, the last and latest in the state,
so far as we know, in Taos. Radio is increasingly featuring poets reading
their own and others' work. Robert Creeley, for example, rapidly gaining recognition as a major modem, supplemented his lecturing schedule
at the University of·New .Mexico with a radio program on KHFM,
Albuquerque FM station, where several noted poets read.
What impulse creates the poetry magazine? Joseph Ferguson, one
of the poet-founders of Inscape, has this to sayabout his Own experience:
When I was an undergraduate majoring in English I wanted to
start a poetry magazin~. I went to a poet friend of mine who had won
some priZes and suggested that we undertake the project together, but
he would not listen; there are too many magazines already, he said,
with nothing between their covers. I thought about it and decided he
was right.
Every month nowadays a new poetry magazine is born and an old
one is resurrected. This unique population explosion threatens the
survival of good poetry instead of encouraging it. In the wilderness of
published poetry, how many good poems go unnoticed for every one
that is discovered? To be sure, the good poems are there, widely scattered
on a multitude of biased pages, but how many serious readers stiIIfind
it worth the candIe to look for them? Yet each little magazine justifies
its position by explaining that there is more good poetry being written
than there are pages for it. Actually, the reverse is true.
And those bigger magazines with the solid reputations which publish
poetry are not innocent of the literarY chaos which exists. Blessed with
more intelligent readers than the smaller magazines could ever hope
to have, they offer thek 4udiences truly fine poems like Robert Mezey's
"Late Winter Birthdaytf and Robert Berkowitz's "Girlie Magazines,"
and then on the same pages they print senile and insipid verses because
they bear the name of Robert Frost (who did write some good poetry
once) or Edith Sitwell (who never did) or her brother. Then, to add tQ
the confusion, the haughty and academic "literary" magazines grind
out their quarterly grist. of poetry which is not only haughty and academic,but "literarY" and heartless. These magazines, no less than those
brewed in the coffee houses, have cluttered and muddled the contemporary poetry scene.
Having said this much, I confess that two years ago, with the aid
of three friends, I start~d my poetry magazine. We founded our maga~
zine without illusion, not because the world needed another one, but
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because we wanted it. In spite of the fact that there are too many poetry
magazines, there are not enough of them that can discriminate without
prejudice. Too many bad poems are in print; some good ones are overlooked. While Archibald MacLeish and Carl Sandburg and the Sitwells
are fixed before the public, we think discriminating readers may justly
wonder why then Winfield Townley Scott (whom Dame Edith has
never heard of, according to her) and Charles Philbrick, to name two,
have written better poems; and in Robert Creeley, Tom McAfee,
Lucille Adler, and John Pym we feel we have published poets who are
more interesting, to say the least.
We· do not pretend to be unique in any way; in another relatively
new journal, for example, I discovered Jerome Rothenberg's "Please
a lyric as has been published
TeII Love for Me," which is perhaps as
in the last decade. Neither do we pretend that our value judgments are
not, like all the others, subjective; but at· least they are considered
judgments, not biased by nervous creeds or intimated by sacred names.
Finally, experience has convinced us that there is a wealth of fine
poems to be discovered, even if there are rio giants among the really
contemporary poets. We feel .that the search for a good poem is'
infinitely more important than the search for those comparatively trifling
things. that seem to absorb all civilization, such as hundred megaton
bombs.

fine

The Quarterly asked Robert Creeley, representing the radio,.to tell
us who, in his opinion, were the really good contemporary poets, say four
of them. He generously mentioned more.
I think those poets now most useful are Charles Olson, Louis Zukofsky, Robert Duncan, Denise Levertov, and Edward Dorn. All, with the
exception of Louis Zukofsky, are to be found in Donald M. AlIen's
The New American Poetry (Grove). Books by Zulcofsky are 44A":1_12
(Origin Press) and Barely and Widely (C. Z., Brooklyn). He is for me
the extension from Pound,' in his technical quality; as are also Olson
and Duncan.
Means continue to be my own concern, and~ do not see 4'subject" .
as other than a personal choice and/or environment. Allen Ginsberg
is equally useful in that he extends the emotional range. of the poemliterally to a wider audience. He enlarges the term of possibility.
All this has to do with the writing of a poem. Readers otherwise like
what they will. But in either relation some concern with clear definition
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and responsibility for statement is necessary. Anything can happen, but
a choice can nonetheless -be made.
Creeley, too, is represented in that milestone anthology he mentions
and his favorable opinion of Ginsberg is returned. In an interview in the
Village Voice, Greenwich Village neighborhood paper, recently reprinted-in the anthology, The Village Voice Reader, Ginsberg stated,'
"Robert Creeley writes the small, tight little poe~ that you dig."
Again, reviewing Kerouac's The Dharma Bums for that publication, he
includes Creeley with the "great master innovator," calling his poetry
"perfect." (Poets aside but not quite, Village Voice will be remembered
fondly for Feiffer, greatest writer of cartoonists.)
Targets is a handsome little publication, square in shape only, published on a dilatory basis and when last seen, sold for half a dollar. It
was all verse except for some striking pen-and-ink designs and drawings.
The verse is of consistent quality although it may not be unkind to state
that perhaps none of the sixteen poets published in the last issue to
appear (in 1961) are very widely known as yet. At least three, Ferguson, '
D. M. Petinella, and Howard Smith, Jr., have published in the
Quarterly.
'
Quicksilver is a newcomer to 'New Mexico but not to poetry. This
quarterly was founded in 1948 in Tyler, Texas, moved to Fort Worth,
and finally, with its present editors, Mabel Kuykendall and Grace Ross,
to Taos. It is offbeat if not unique among the little ones (there is still
Evergreen) in that it is sold nationally on newsstands. Poets are paid
with copies pf the magazine and compete for a half dozen annual,prizes
offered by the magazine to its contributors. Recent issues, possessing the
great virtue of coming out on time, have been attractively printed on
deckle-edge tinted rag paper. The last one contained verses from thirtyone poets.
While Quicksilver prides itself on its international contributors and
subscribers, a more truly international magazine, a new one, is El Como
Emplumado, a title nostalgically reminding one of the twenties with
overtones of Th~ Plumed Serpent and Hound and Horn. The magazine,
published in Mexico City in Spanish and English, has rich Albuquerque
associations. Prime mover on the staff is Margaret Randall, a young
p.oet; and listed as sponsors are her father and mother, Mr. and Mrs.
John P. Randall, music director in the Albuquerque public school
system and graduate student of Spanish respectively; the painter, Elaine
de Kooning, who taught at the University of New Mexico a few years
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ago; Connie Boyd previously of the art faculty and her husband, Blair
.
fonnerlyproduction manager of the Quarterly.
The "Plumed Hom" looks healthy, carries advertising, has produced
two seasonal issues-the second fatter than the first. It is largely a magazine of verse and there seems to be considerable translating back and
forth with Spanish verse Englished and vice versa, some verse in the
original languages, and some in both. Robert Creeley and Allen Ginsberg translated in Spanish-Ginsberg's "Walt Whitman in -the Supermarket" (-en e1 Supennercado). Margaret Randall writes in both
English and Spanish, and her mother, Elinor, who has translated
Ram6n Sender, contributes a translation of a poem by Cesar Vallejo
and recently an entire issue was devoted to her translation of Bartra's
Marsias & Adila. Artwork in the 135-page edition No.2 is different
enough to deserve mention. There is an interesting 'foldout of a Rorschach test, a less symmetrical but somewhat similar ink-blot study by
Elaine de Kooning, some calligraphic designs including several pages
composed by medium of the typewriter, and, some hideously effective
photos of assemblages featuring decay.
It cannot be gainsaid that so far this magazine seems a little selfconsciously the inheritor of the expatriots' mantle-the iconoclasts of
The Sun Also Rises-though reeking less perhaps of the fumes of alcohol than of the aroma of coffee houses. Final facing pages in both
languages seem to carry the editorial, "Manifesto," which begins, "We
are fed up with the pretentious imposition of logic ana reason, of functionalism, of decorative mathematics, and of the chaotic pornography
of individualism, of the glory.of the day, of the fashion of the moment,
of vanity and of ambition, of bluff and of the artistic joke, of conscious
and subconscious egocentrism, of fatuous concepts, of the exceedingly
tedious propaganda of the isms and ists, figurative or abstract. Fed up
also with the preciosity of an inverted esthetic." They list quite a few
other things in this vein they are fed up with but finally inject a positive
note: "We recognize, more and more, the importance of a service ...
-the cultivation of an orchard, the fulfilling of a professional duty, or
the education of a child." It might have been stated more succinctly,
"We are against everything but labor-both kinds.." Then, if it must be
bilingual, "Arriba trabajo y parto." Somehow all this reminds one
slightly of Dwight Fisk's "Clarissa the F1ea," who "D~came so international she didn't know what language she was speaking or whom she
was biting."
Another bristling manifesto comes from The Second Coming (title
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from Yeats) out with number one in March, 1962. Edited and published in New York by a staff, all under twenty-five, mostly Columbia
alumni and students, the large, well-printed magazine is intended to
present to a wide audience "the original, serious,responsible and provocative kind of writing" that is usually "lost in the innumerable 'little'
magazines." This big little-magazine with contents covering a wide
range of artistic, literary and political interests consists of commentary,
short stories, poetry, portfolios of drawings and photos, and essays inspired by recent books. It's distributed nationally on newsstands.
Not brand new but still new enough, and richly dese~ng of comment is The Sixties edited by William Duffy and Robert Bly, published
"occasionally" in Odin House, Madison, Minnesota ($3 for four issu~). These are handsome little books at least sometimes printed in
Ireland of no uniform format. (Their "Twenty Poems of Georg Trald"
was hardback.) Verse translations are featured. Number five is a
paperback anthology, "Fourteen Poets of France," a rather arbitrary
selection covering two centuries beginning with Nerval and ending with
Nobel prizewinner St. John Perse and Bonnefoy. Most of the trans'"
lations are by Editor Bly who also contributes an essay, "Some Notes
on French Poetry," which distinguishes between French and "recent
American poetry." The former Bly finds congenial to the unconscious,
with qualities of ''kindness and gentleness" completely lacking in Eliot
and Pound as in their "followers": Tate, Winters, Lowell, and, oddly
enough, in Ginsberg, who might be surPrised to find himself castigated
in this company. While in its prose criticism, The Sixties passionately
champions ~ts heroes such as Whitman,its villains are deep-dyed. To
Robert Penh Warren and Cleanth Brook, for example, goes "The Order
of the Blud Toad"- which is allegorically described in heraldic terms:
The Tqad, wearing A. E. Housman's moustache, is ... turning a
meter ~achine with its left foot, and correcting tenn papers with its
right. J\bove its head- is the motto: The Ghost of Criticism Past, and
under abanner that reads: VOrE FOR CALVIN COOIJDGE.
Western Poet, a semi-annual from Reno, produced an impressive
Volume One on good papefillustrated by young Iowan artist, Harold
E. Boyd, and, with the exception of a few little ads and head notes,
publishing ex~lusively. poems, perhaps half the work of outstanding
people such as George Abbe and Babette Deutsch who have published
~in NMQ, X. J. Kennedy, Howard Nemerov, Bonnie Parker, Tracy
Thompson, Louis Turco and.others.
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The Dubliner is another impressive big little-magazine printed on
coated stock in Ireland. It too was angled for an international audience
and carries advertising. Its first editor, Donald Carroll, who proved his
internationalism by interviewing T. S. Eliot for'Quagga, published at
the University of Texas, has these sane observations to make:
In recent introductory editorials, the editors of two literary magazines (one English and one American) proclaimed their new publications to be, respectively, "the one gamble really worth taking" and "a
risk well worth assuming." Looking further, one is rather surprised to
find most new entries in the world of periodical letters bearing a similar c'FragiIe" stamp. But unfortunately we are never told precisely
what the risk or gamble is, except that it is indubitably there spoiling
things for everyone. There is of course the risk of immediate extinc-.
tion, but it is a risk we all face from the moment we arebom' and it
does us little good to be reminded of it. Every adult is expected to take
certain precautionary measures to prevent what we call, in a remarkable phrase, ccan untimely death," whether it is his own or that of an
enterprise for which he is responsible. Beyond that we must ignore
the threat of history. In these editorials the only real risk which I am
able to infer is the risk of doing what is already being done, and doing
, it less well.
This is a sizeable risk, and the only way I see of triumphing over it
completely is by surrendering to it completely-that is, by broadening
the scope of the magazine to include the especial quality of each of
as many other magazines as possible. In one sense editing is.as creative
as writing: the writer works not towards a new language, but towards
a new configuration which makes the most of the language he has;
likewise the competent editor does not bother to wait for the entirel}!
original contribution (it is invariably bad when it arrives), instead he
arranges the best of what is available in such a fashion that it will appeal
to the taste of the reader he is aiming at. The DubHner is designed for
an eclectic taste or, more hopefully, for a wide range of special tastes.
It will be something of a clearing-house for articles both, of limited
and of general belletristic interest.' There -wiII be poems in each issue
and probably one or more pieces on the theater and' its practitioners.
However, the only predetermined "regulars" will be the book reViews
and ccObservation Deck," a cowardly but perhaps slightly more readable
substitute for an editorial.. . .
Ever since the Irish and American.s renovated England's lang{
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uage, men of letters on both sides of the ocean have taken a lively interest in each other's work, and there have been a number of successful
transplants during the past year alone. The surface has been scratched.
But there remains in each country an appalling ignorance of creative
and critical activity in the other English-speaking countries. It is my
hope that The DubIiner will be able to contribute to a greater awareness and appreciation of that activity.

Issue number one of The Dubliner, besides poems by Silkin, Nemerov, Montague and Turner, contained an illustrated article of Southwestern interest, ':Taos," by David Hayman, author of Mallarme. et .
Joyce (Lettres Modernes, Paris ).
Apparently, this international formula either did not work or was
unappreCiated, because a still more recent issue was in not only a new
smaller format with matte paper but an attractive cover of Kelly green
and included a pointed paragraph on the editorial page soliciting Irish
material. Four out offive of the books reviewed bore the imprint of
Irish publishers, and Carroll's name had been dropped from the masthead. Moreover,the American price had doubled, understandably, to
two dollars for six issues-still a bargain if you like Ireland.
To'return to the Southwest, the Quarterly received a new little magazine called Lynx which contains verse exclusively and will be published
semiannually in Plainview, Texas. In its first issue, among two dozen·
poets, several of them previously published in book form, is Edsel Ford,
whose stories and verse have appeared in these pages.
Henry Chapin, a graduate student of the University of New Mexico,
has taken a little magazine in embryo to his new post as instructor of
English' at the University of Kentucky. He has received some manuscripts, largely poetry and criticism, from well-known writers but will
welcomemore, especially controversial articles and experimental fiction.
Chapin is a published poet and his criticism of Aiken's poetry will be
remembered from a recent Quarterly. His new quarterly, titled Blue
Grass, came out last summer.
Perhaps too big and important to be called a "little" magazine is a
national Catholic literary journal Ramparts, published.in Menlo Park,
California. Elaborate prepublication promotion stated that its inception "has grown out of the acute need to publish bold imaginative fiction, poetry, criticism and essays reflecting those positive principles of
Hellenic-Christian tradition which have shaped and sustained our civilization fOr 2000 years and whic~~re,still required to guide human beings
;l.
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in an: age grown increasingly secular and afraid." But they emphasize
that no special slanting will be welcome. ~~We demand that our authors
preserve the intellectual integrity that is their most valued possession
and that they will pass this integrity on to their audience." The published issues have surpassed the advertised promises in both content
'andlayout.
The Chat Noir Review is an interesting little magazine coming out
of Chicago, subtitling itself rather grandly "A Literary Revival." The
first three issues were attractively illustrated with pen-and-ink sketches,
roughly-representational, some of them overprinted with text.,Nothing
is explained or very carefully separated; the reader is plunged into the
middle of things,. Offset allows the publisher to reproduce, for example,
an old lady's charming New Orleans notes in her own frail hand and
the use of a bewildering variety of type faces for other text. In issue
number three, there are eighteen poems, a short story, the notebook
mentioned, and three short chapters from a novel mnning serially. There
.was no editorial but an urgent plea for a part-time advertising manager
willing to work for little money.
A rougher but seemingly sturdier product in spite of its lisping title
is TISH, which comes regularly once a month, mimeographed on foolscap, from Vancouver. While single-mindedly devoted to poetry, frontmatter airs poetic. The poets of British Columbia are active and homogeneous enough to be called a school. Perhaps their ranks will be
bolstered by the addition to the faculty of their university one whom
they confessedly admire, Robert Creeley of New Mexico, in a special
chair of writing created for him- there. In sharp contrast to the casual
appearance of TISH are TISH books, attractively letterpress-printed
paperbacks fathered by the periodical. The one collection theQuarterly
has received is editor-in-chief Frank Davey's D-Day and Mter, poems
of fresh immediacy printed by the Rattlesnake Press-a name we shall
have to add to Sixshooter Canyon in our colorful list of Western publishers. Editors contributing to TISH are James Reid, George Bowering, Frederick Wah and David Dawson. Latest addition to the line
is Motion which styles itself "a prose newsletter" and aspires to be the
prose counterpart of TISH.
In Brooklyn, Menke Katz and Sol Karp were launching a new poetry
quarterly called Bitterroot. Richard Dokey, West Coast Editor, claims
the response from poets has been overwhelming-over six thousand
poems submitted for the first (fall) issue.
Not new, certainly, since it was founded in 1909, but on a new series
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with a new editor is the English quarterly, The Poetry Review, one of
but half a dozen periodicals of the English speaking world to have more
than one poem included in the thirteenth annual issue of Best Poems
... BorestoneMountain Poetry Awards, 1961, a compilation of original poetry publi~hed in magazines in 1960.(The New Yorker led with
seven, but in the edition covering poems of 1961, The New Yorker
doubled its winning number to fourteen published poems; Poetry was
second with nine, and Poetry Review had two represented.) The editor ,
is John Smith, whose A Letter to Lao Tze is a title reminiscent of
Aiken's "A Letter to Li Po." Besides work of a dozen poets, the spring
issue contained a generous excerpt from Francis Berry's Poetry and the
Physical Voice tRoutledge &Kegan Paul Ltd., London) discussing the
pros and cons of r~ding aloud versus sight reading verses. There is
also a transcript of a symposium on the subject "Why Publish Poetry?"
with five of B-ritain's leading publishers on the panel.
An American counterpart of the symposium idea appeared in the
January 19620 issue of the Wilson Library Bulletin, a professional library
magazine. "The PQet as Patron" is a symposium in which· established
poets-and critics act as "patrons" to their juniors, each discussing one or
more young poets whom he feels to be of particularly high promise.
Contnoutors to the symposium, intended primarily as a guide for librarians in the selection of contemporary poetry, were Babette Deutsch,
Richard Eberhart, Robert Hillyer, Sir Herbert Read, LouisUntermeyer,
John Hall Wheelock, Marianne Moore and Robert Lowell. Such a
guide was needed, the Bulletin believes, because "much contemporary
poetry is not reviewed at all, or is reviewed in a peculiar kind of subjective and imprecise jargon that conceals any relevance it might have
for ordinary readers."
-Richard C.Angell
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FOR LOVE, by Robert Creeley. New York: Scribner's, 1962. 160 pp. $3.50.
And there to disCourseoflove • . .

"E quivi ragionar sempre d'amore," the line goes in Dante's sixth sonnet.
To which Robert Creeley in an early poem, not included in the canon of
. For Love, refers directly, taking his title from Dante's. first line-"Guido,
vorrei che tu e Lapo ed io," which he translates in the opening of the poem:
Guido
I would that you, me &Lapo
(So a song sung:
~
sempre d'amore • • • )

There is the common usage of "me" in the nominative case, evidence of
Creeley's care or ear for the natural eloquence of the vernacular, a primary
in his aesthetic which he shares with Dante. "Instinctive feeling," so Jespersen
inhis Modern English Grammar On Historical Principles tells us, seizes upon
the similarity or rime oithe nominatives we, ye, he, she so that me and thee
follow where the influence of sound governs: '1ikeness in form has in part led
to likeness in function." So, 4 l Guido" leads to "me" and reinforces the
natural tendency. For the poet form and function are always at playas -one,
and Creeley can delight to catch in a jargon the peculiar syncopation of
feeling as a song. So, in the poem The Man, he can invert a syntax too to
sing:
He toes is broken
aD he foot go
rotten
now. He look

I don't have to establish the excellence of Creeley's art in poetry here.
Others over the past decade have given clear testimony. "The subtlest feeling
for measure that I encounter anywhere except in the verses of Ezra Pound,"
William Carlos Williams writes. Donald.Hall more carefully remarks "colloquial speech with accuracy and a fine sense of proportion.~'
Williams' superlative does not clarify. Not only Pound, but Williams him..
self in The Wedge (1944) and The Clouds (1948) gives the young Creeley
. his challenge ofwhat form in poetry must be and defines, more certainly than
Pound, the particular mode or convention of the common-speechsong with
set two, three or four line stanzas, highly artic1ilated to provide cl~se interplay and variation, which Creeley is to speciaIizein and to develop towards
his own poetic voice. Yet in the opening passage of the poem For Love, as
late as 1960, Creeley's voice is close indeed to its. modal base in Williams:
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Yesterday I wanted to
speak-of it, that sense above
the others to me
important because all

that I know derives
from what it teaches me.
Today, what is it that
is finally so helpless

His articulation of the line here follows Williams in its phrasing, counter
to the facilities of statement,.a structure ready to register minute shifts in
confidence, emotionally telling in its hesitations. The juncture between
"to" and "speak", defined by the line, expresses in the raised pitch of the
terminal "to" and the increased stress of the word "speak" the exact contour
of a searching consciousness that will not take "to speak" for granted in its
ready formation but must find its way. So, Creeley speaking at once of instances of love and instances of form (poems) in his Preface to For Love
has his sense of "the misdirected intention come right . . . wherewith a man
also contrives a world (of his own mind)." Williams is, in this, Creeley's
master-not his superior, but his teacher. Given the invention or development of the articulated line (appearing in Williams' work as early as 1916
with the poem March), a variety of lyric and dramatic forms have been
derived. Louis Zukofsky, Charles Olson, Denise Levertov, Paul Blackburn,
Larry Eigner, Cid Corman and myself, as well as Creeley, have all taken over
directly from Williams the operative juncture, the phrasing of a composition
where the crisis of the form is everywhere immediate. "It is the UNE,"
Olson gives the dogma in his Projective Verse essay of 1950, "that's the baby
that gets, as th~ poem is getting made, the attention, the control, that it is
right here, in the line, that the shaping takes place, each moment of the going." It is the fact that no pattern can be taken for granted as a given procedure but that every measure means decision, immediately carries the crux
of the form, that demands the subtle feeling for measure, the accuracy and
fine sense of proportion characteristic of Creeley's art.
Given the decade 1950-00 defined by For Love and the specific form
of the speech song with its highly articulated line and its set stanzas, Creeley
has no superior but he has peers. Williams in this period no longer writes in
stanzas but detelops a three-phrase line in The Desert Music and Tourney to
Love that can be compared to Creeley's. more traditional three-line stanzas.
Zukofsky in Some Time and Barely and Widely or Olson in certain poems
like O'Ryan and the Variations Done for Gerald van ·de Wiele have surely
equaled Creeley's achievement in For Love.
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Then there are poems of Creeley's-The Warning, The Hero, The
Flower, The Hill, The Cracks, The Rose-that take their place in my mind
with poems of Denise Levertov-The Absence, With Eyes At the Back of
Our Heads, The Goddess, or The Park-where moving images of a psychological process appear. We have to do in our appreciation of Creeley's art
riot with a lonely excellence or an idiosyncratic style but with the flowering
of a mode, a community in poetry. Just as Dante's art has company in Guido
Cavalcanti's and Lapo Gianni's (in De Vulgare Eloquentia Dante relates
his art also to that of Cino of Pistoja), so Creeley's art belongs to a movement in the language.
It was not only in order to trace Creeley's style that I referred to his concern with Dante's sonnet addressing Guido. I had in mind also Creeley's
continued association of the poet with the Tuscan tradition and, further,
his ever-retuming subjects-the hero and love-with the cult of Amor, for
Creeley relates his work in For Love with a tradition in Poetry.
The Spirit of Romance, Pound called the tradition, tracing it from The
Golden Ass of Apuleius and the Pervigilium Veneris of the second century
A.D. through to Dante and Guido. One of the key reiterations of the tradition in our time is Pound's rendering of Cavalcanti's great Donna Mi Prega
in Canto XXXVI:
A Lady asks me
I speak in season
She seeks reason for an affect, wild often
That is so proud he hath Love for a name

which Creeley echoes in Lady Bird:
A lady asks me
and I would tell

what it is
she has found the burden of.

The "Lady" then of Air: "Cat Bird Singing", even of the rueful Ballad of
the Despairing Husband, and certainly of later poems-The Door, Kore,
Lady in Black, The Cracks, The Gift, or The Wife- is a power in women
that D~nte once knew in Beatrice and that, before Dante, troubadors of
~rovence addressed in their love songs and petitions. "The lover stands ever
iri unintermittent imagination of hi~ lady (co-amantis)," Pound quotes
from a chivalric code of the Courts of Love.-For the poets of the Provencal
movement romantic love was adulterous love, the Lady was not to be the
Wife. Dante, who was married, -as a poet'"has no wife but ador~ a lady,
virginal in his mind, though she was the wife of Simone de' Bardi. And
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Rossetti, who revives the tradition in English poetry in the nineteenth
century, adores the woman he is married to as a lady not as a wife. But at the
turn of the century, Hardy in the woman addresses both lady and wife in
one, and D. H. Lawrence continues. The pathos and strength of Williams"
later work, the personal immediacy and the communal voice, springs from
his concern with these powers of a woman. ForCreeley too the Lady is both
archetypical and specific.
"
Thus; the wife's part in marriage in the poem Wait For Me is also to
Itgive a man his / manliness," a function of the lady, and in the later poem\
Tlie Wife Creeley tells us:
I know two women
and the one
is tangible substance,
flesh and bone.

\
\

The other in my mind
occurs.
Sbekeeps her strict
proportion there.

"La gloriosa donna della mia mente"-the glorious lady of my mind-Dante
calls Beatrice in La yita Nuova. But for Creeley what is held in the mind is
to be realized in the act, and a poetry arises in the constant working of
tangible substance and idea.
,
It is the perplexity of life, as in The Whip, where the husband lies by his
sleeping wife, unable to sleep himself because there is this other. In the scene
we see two levels of the poem itself:
.•. above us on
the roof, there was another woman I
alsoloved, had
addressed myself to in
a fit she
returned. That

encompasses it . . .

As, in the tenils of the language, the vulgar and the noble are involved, and
Creeley resolves an eloquent vulgate of his own, a vernacular elegance. It is
a synthesis of a mo~l demand and an esthetic demand in a niovingpredicanient where, the song must take over from what had otherwise been moral
or esthetic. The song itself, the event of the poem, is "for love'" and given
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over to "her tired / mind's keeping," who is. this woman, wife and lady,and
who is also beyond her the Lady-the Muse or Divine Being of The Door:
I will never get there.
Oh Lady; remember me
who in Your service grows bIder
not wisei'~ no more than before.

The common speech, the.immediate experience, the contemporaxystyle,
the poetic tradition take on new resonance in ,each other. Graves's The
White Goddess and Jung's theories of psychological archetypes play their
part here, perhaps. But Creeley, unlike Graves or Jung, insists there ,is no
system, "one stumbles (to get to wherever) at least some way will exist."
The faith of this poetry is not dogmatic but pragmatic, in a world where
lessons are not to be learned though we derive our selves from them.
The serious reader may relate the reference to Campion in Air: "Cat Bird·
Singing" to Creeley's awareness of what the song has been and to his recall
of Pound's dedication of the Donna Mi Prega translation (in Make It New)
"To Thomas Campion his ghost, and to the ghost of Henxy Lawes, as prayer
for the revival of music." He may find the ghost of Dante in Heroes with
Creeley's quoting out of Virgil hoc opus, hic labor est.
That was the Cumaean Sibyl speaking.
This is Robert Creeley, and Virgil
is dead now two· thousand years, yet Hercules
and the Aeneid, yet all that industrious wis-

dom lives in the way the mountains
and the desert are waiting
for the heroes, and death also
can still propose the old labors.

He may note Creeley's returning the image to the great thematic constants
of Romance-the dark fprest, the wind, the candle '1it of its own free will,"
,the lady, the traveler the poet is, the company strangely come upon
\

in a dream, in shapes
. of all of this: faces and hands,
and things to say, too.

It is. in the quest not of some Divine Comedy that Creeley follows the
ghost of Dante but of the primaries back of the tradition, depths of self
that are also depths of time as. in the poem A Form of Women:
My face is my own, I thought.
But you have seen it
turn into a thousand years.
I watched y~u cry.
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So that the old orders of feeling are brought into his own new orders, so
that the immediate moment opens upon other worlds. He turns to. the world
of story as he turns to the world of dream or of daily life to find a door leading to a self he is that is not his, to a revelation that is beyond him and must
be given. As in The Rose:
And all about a rosy
mark'discloses
her nature
to him, vague and unsure.
There roses, here roses,
flowers, a pose of
.nature, her
nature has disclosed to him.

"Fat the revival of music" but it is also "for lovej" "Form is never more
than an extension of content." As in the spoken song what we would say finds
itself only in the emerging melody, the rime, the moving numbers. Feeling,
unborn were it not for the art of the poet, coming to life in a magic then.
"Mighty magic is a mother," Creeley says in The Door: "in her there is
another issue." In his craft he may have peers; but here in the music itself,
the magic, we were blind to compare. This art can go to the heart of things,
the melody of this voice is, most rare, inlove with songInto the company of love
it all returns.

.

~RobertDuncan

"A poem, mine or anothers, is an occult document, a body awaiting vivisection, analysis,
x-rays," says Robert Duncan in a statement on poetics from the New American Poetry,
1945-1960. Duncan is leading poet of the Black Mountain-San Francisco axis, author
of half a dozen volumes of verse. His latest is Roots and Branches, published by Grove
who did his The Opening of the Fields, 1961. Between lecture assignments, he is currently
working on a study of H.D.

HEINRICH lIEINE, tr. by Ernst Feise. Pittsburgh: Universigr of Pittsburgh
Press, 1961. 195 pp. $4.00•
RAmER MARIA Rn.n:: DUlNo ELEGms, tr. by C. F. MacIntyre. Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1961.89 pp. $1.50.
The transl~tion of foreign literature, of foreign poetry in particular, is that
act of barbarism whose civilizing and humanizing effect is immeasurable.
Barbaric violence it is; because it divests a work of verbal art of its very
material, the language in which alone· it was conceived and operates, and
replaces its inalienable substance by another idiom with its alien tonality
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and associations. Yet we owe a great debfof gratitude to the perpeqators of
this kind of barbarism; without them there would be no hope of overcoming
the most barren literary provincialism, and of participating, at least in
tenuous approximations, in the inexhaustible wealth of poetic sensibilities
speaking in foreign' tongues. The two translators under cliscussion-our
thanks to them beforehandI-are conscious of the proud and modest role of
mediation which they are fulfilling by their enterprise. They Want no more
(but is this not the highest goal that can be reached?) but to build a bridge
to the foreign idiom. and its cadences, and it is for this reason that they
place their translations opposite the original texts.
The writers they have chosen for their efforts at mediation are certainly
no discoveries; both Heine and Rilke belong to the most translated poets
of German literature. But since, by definition, the task of assimilating a poem
into another language is never accomplished fully, it.has·to be undertaken
over and over again. This is particularly true in the case of Heine. Although
he ranks among the German poets knOwn in the Anglo-Saxon world next to
Goethe (a gross misjudgment, in my opinionl), his voice is -ensconced· iIi
tame and peda.ntic Victorian translations (if there are any around at all),
and, whatever Heine may have been, a Victorian he was not. When a genuine
poet like Ezra' Pound tried his luck with some Heine poems, it became woefully evident that even a poet is utterly unsuited for the job of translating
. if he has only a rudimentary knowledge of the language from which he is
.supposed to translate.
No disappointments of this sort are in store for us when we turn to Ernst
Feise's translations of ten dozens of selected Heine poems. The precise and'
well written introduction is proof that here speaks a thoroughly informed
man. With only one exception (the line: Selbst dich ergreift ein Mitgefiihl,
p. 174) there is not a single case where the meaning of the text does not .
come thrO'ugh fully and clearly. But the merit of Feise's translations far
transcends the v4tue of mere correctness. He has striven, and very successfully, to render the exactrhythm~and rhyme patterns of the German originalS. This is no mean achievement, even if we consider the fact that Heine's
rhyme sche~es are extremely simple: hardly ever more than one rhyme to a
four.;.Jine stanza, and quite often none at all. The extraordinary closeness of
the translation to the German text is a most admirable feature of Feise's
work. In some instances he has to pay for this accuracy by a slightly unnaturalEnglish word order, which·spoils the studied casualness and carefully manipulated ease so typical of H,eine's verse.
v
'
.
I have no complaints about the selection which ,Feis~ made from the corpus.
of Heine's total work. He gives us the very best of Heine with a generous
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admixture of his most popular poems which are, more often than not, his
worst. Even if our aesthetic sense may rebel at being exposed to the mawkish.
treacle of Auf Fliige1n des Gesanges or Die Lotosblume, to the exasperating
self-pity of Ich grolle Dicht and IcY. ungliicksel 'ger Atlas, to the vapid sentimentality of Du bist wie eine Blt4tne-these things belong so unmistakably
and decisively
e emotional ~nd intellectual climate of the vulgarized
Romantic perioo of Europe th~t· Feise was well advised not to suppress
them, inasmuch as they have at,btined,. for better or worse, a spurious immortality through Schubert's aqd Schumann's musical settings.
Yet there is enough of Heine that can stand up and be counted without
these props: Heine, the disrespectful wit; Heine, the merciless satirist; Heine,
the shrewd iconoclast of all hallowed traditions, empty gestures and grand
poses (including his own) ~ This ton~, the only unforgettable Heine-tone, is
admirably caught in Ernst Feise's translations. Read the "Erinnerung aus
Krahwinkels Schreckenstagen" (p. 148), whose mordant parody of the "Be
orderlyl" injunction of "benign" (alias: benighted) city fathers is as hilariously funny in English as it is in German. And the translation of the mock
ballad "Rhampsenit" (p. 6) is a pure delight, even though the sexual innuendo seems to me.a little more palpable in the original than in the English
rendering.
Heine's gift for turning a witty phrase and making brilliant puns was,
indeed, uncanny. Transposing these linguistic somersaults into another
language requires an equally uncanny sophistication. Time after time, Ernst
Feise proves that he has got just that. But in rare cases even he fails, because
there is simply no way of succeeding. Thus, one of Heine's most delightful
.verbal jokes falls by the wayside: his self-admonition that it would be foolhardy to return to Germany since he had written so much ErschieBliches
(po 144). Of course, Feise's translation: Heine's books were "shootable
offenses," conveys the meaning correctly. But it misses, as it cannot help to,
the delightful surprise at Heine's daring adjectival coinage erschieBlich,
which, moreover, sub-consciously evokes the rhyme-word ersprieBlich (beneficial, wholesome) .
.But in this case, as in few others, even an excellent· translator-and thiS
Ernst Feise- undoubtedly is...,.;.comes up against the barrier of sheer untranslatability. In the case of Rilke, especially the late Rilke of the Duino Elegies,
the translator confronts this wall at every tum. C. F. MacIntyre is quite aware
of the unsurmountable difficulties facing anyone who tries to transpose
Rt1ke's unique and severely coded language into another idiom. In the introduction to an earlier effort of his, the translation of Fifty Poems from Rilke's
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Buch der Bilder and Neue Gedichte (Berkeley, '1947), he hinted at the
.problems: the double and triple meanings which Rilke suggests by the same
word; the strangeness and elusiveness of his images, often superimposed
upon one another; the decisive role which tonal values play in and'for the
Sftttcture of a poem; the intricate and involuted· pattern of syntax. These
are only some of the obstacles with which a Rilke poem confronts its translator; they exist in the works of Rilke's middle period, but they simply
abound in the rich and profound maturity of the Duino Elegies. If ever
there was "difficult" poetry, here it is (and I am not even talking abo~t the
staggeringly complicated and complex thought-processes that inform and
make up the Elegies). '
I, therefore, think that it was unWise of Mr. MacIntyre to dismiss, as he
somewhat scornfully tells us in theintrodnction, the "pages of notes and
supposed explanations" which, understandably, the Elegies have elicited by
the dozens, and only "to rely 'On a second reading of the series" in the conviction that anything which could be said Rilke had said "more perfectly and
clearly himself." More perfectly, certainly; but there can be no.question· that
more than any o~er body of poetry the Elegies need, in order to be "clear"
even to a tutored reader,- abundant commentary (the 1939 translation of
J. B. Leishman and Stephen Spender has fumishedat least some).'
They need an almost word-by-word exegesis, first of all on the simple
level of semantics, in order to clarify, for the. translator no less than the
reader, triple, quadruple meanings which Rilke makes some of his words
carry. One example must.suffice. In the first lines of the First Elegy we read:
es bleibt nns . • . das verzogene Treusein einer Gewohnheit, der es bei uns
gelieI (there's left to us . . . the -?- fidelity of an old habit that felt at home
with us). What about the adjective verzogen which I omitted in the above
translation? MacIntyre renders it by "gnarled," which makes for a most awkward reading. I think I know how he arrived at it. Verzogen indeed means
"distorted," "out of shape"-and there is no question that this meaning is
among others suggested by RiIke, although MacIntyre's "gnarled" might
in this case better be replaced by "contonrless," "shapeless," diffuse." But
this is, at best, a secondary meaning.The primary one derives from verziehen
in the sense of tarry, delay. (This meaning is sblIthe fundamental one in the
?oun formation ~er Verzu~-the delay). ~o the translation ''I~~g fi~el
tty" would be qwte appropnate. But there IS, undoubtedly, a tertiary meamng
(it is,of course, wrong to number them because all of them are present
simultaneously). Verzogen is the adjective which is used in German with
reference to an iII-bred, spoilt child. The connotation is thus "stubbomt
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"wilful," "capricious." Any of the renderings here suggested-and Mr. MacIntyre would have to make a choice by sacrificing two of the possible'
three-would have been preferable to his "gnarled."
This one example is here presented not so much iq order to criticize Mr.
MacIntyre's work, but to point up the magnitude of the task which confronted him. A little more "explanation," even On this simplest level of
semantics, would have prepared him better for the job which he has undertaken. Yet everything considered, his is a translation for which we should
be genuinely grateful, since it does transmit some of the breathless sweep
and overpowering profundity of Rilke's Elegies. Sometimes the translator
stumbles: I assume that the distortion in the Ninth Elegy which turns the
meaning of the famous line Hier iSt des Saglichen Zeit into its opposite
(Here is the time for the unutterable), is but a misprint. In such instances the
.reader will stumble along with him. But stumbling along such a road is still
infinitely better than not having discovered it at all.
-'-Oskar Seidlin
A refugee from Hitler's Germany in 1938, Dr. Seidlin received the Ph.D. from Basel, is
an honorary Phi Beta Kappa, and this year, a Guggenheim Fellow. His important Essays
in German and Comparative Literature was published in 1961 by the University of North
Carolina Press. Dr. Seidlin is professor of German Literature at Ohio State University.
His article "Eichendorffs Blick in die Geschichte" was published in December'sPMLA.

THE MAxwEu. LANn GRANT, by Jim Berry Pearson. Norman: University
of Oklahoma Press, 1961. 305 pp. $5.00.
. Southwestern history, especially that of New Mexico, has long been in
need of adequate, detailed area economic studies which would complement
and help explain much of the region's political and social chronology. Dr.
Pearson's thorough tr~tment of the some 2,680 square miles of northern
New Mexico and southern Colorado known as "The Maxwell Land Grant"
is such a study. Relying in large part on the heretofore unexplored mass of
materials in The Maxwell Land Grant Company Collection, augmented by county archives an~ accounts in long defunct newspapers, the
author has depicted in solid detail, and in most readable style, the com, plicated financial maneuverings and transactions of British, Dutch and
United States business interests, which ht itself would be a major contribution. He has also traced the development of the livestock industry, railroads
and banking enterprises, but more important than these, he has made available, at long last, a comprehensive and documented discussion of a mining
district.
It is, however, unfortunate that the 'same careful documentation of the
period after confirmatio~ of the Beaubien-Miranda grant by the Surveyor- _
(
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General in 1856 was not applied to the history of origin of the grant during
the period of Mexican authority, although this phase is admittedly but
introductory ~to the author's purpose. No evidence is maIlifest either in the
text or in the otherwise extensive bibliography that the author consulted
the official Mexican Archives concerning the grant and the conditions within
the troubled northern frontier during the 1~40's. As a result, a number of
errors h~ve occurred from reliance on secondary sources. For example, ac~
cording to Beaubien's request for Mexican citizenship, February 22, 1829,
(Mexican Archive #2137), the French-Canadian was, born in San Jean
Baptiste de Nicolet, not in ~ee Rivers (p. 4). Likewise, Beaubien had
lived within the Taos jurisdiction since 1823, not 1832. Father Jose Antonio
Martinez opposed the grant in 1843 becaus~ he claimed that Charles Bent
was a silent partner with Beaubien and because the donation would interfere
with lands used by the Taos Indians (U.S. Senate, 3rd Sess., Se.n. Misc. Doc.
J #81, 1879, pp. 12 50-12 53, and Mexican Archive #7580), not because the
Indians had allegedly made a grant to Bent (p. 5), whom both they and
Padre Martinez detested. The "Ivan Andres Archuleta" cited on p. 6 is
obviously Juan Andres Archuleta, veteran Prefect of the Northern Jurisdiction, Lieutenant-Colonel of Militia and Deputy to· the Mexican Congress,
whose signature appears on dozens of official papers.
The Maxwell Land GI:ant is a consciously objective study which purpOsely avoids raising the old controversies concerning the legality and size
of the grant, and the motives of many of those involved. One has the feeling
that in fPe process of being thus objective, however, some of the basic issues
have been obscured, especially the position of the dispossessed settlers who,
in good faith, had occupied the land for years; confident that their rights
were secure. By the same token,. the interests in the grant of such public
figures as Senator Stephen B. Elkins, Chief Justice John S. Watts, Governors
William A. Pile and L. Bradford Prince, Thom~s B. Catron, and especially
of Stephen W. Dorsey, are mentioned in such a casual fashion as to leave the
reader with a feeling of suspense that there should be still another section
which would place the economic exploitation of the region within the framework of a very colorful and dramatic social and political era of New Mexico
history.
I
It would seem to· be unnecessary &it the competent historian of the
Maxwell Land Grant should need to be reminded that a "Mexican" in the
1880'S as well as at the present time isa citizen of the Republic of Mexico,
a dignified person in. his own right, to be sure, and owing allegiance to a
respected sovereign nation. However, New Mexico residents with Spanish
names, whose ancestors in many instances have lived in the area for genera-
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tions, long before the Maxwell Grant controversy, are "Spanish-speaking
residents" or "Hispanos," but they are not "Mexicans."
In spite of these minor reservations, The Maxwell Land Grant is a major'
contribution to recent New Mexico history.
-Myra Ellen Jenkins
Dr. Jenkins, who lives in Santa Fe, is senior archivist for the New Mexico State Records
Center and Archives.

-

COLLECI'ED POEMS, by George Abbe. Peterborough, N.H.: Richard R. Smith,
1961. 120pp. $1.65.
Open' George Abbe's CoUected Poems· to any page and you· will find
lyrical gold. Abbe's lyricism, however, is not of an escapist variety. As a
critic he has always maintained that real poetry is not a flight from reality
but a coming to grips with life in its beauty and terror. His new book, Collected Poems, containing his best work written over a span of thirty years,
testifies to the validity of this doctrine. Here is gold refined in the furnace of
life.
Abbe's treatment of nature is distinctive not only in its fresh imagery but
also in its spmtual approach. He comes to nature, not as a detached observer, .
but as a communicant with its hidden life and meaning. He sees nature as
the cosmic background of the human drama.
The mystical and existentialist undercurrents of Abbe's work in no way
detract from its technical quality. He is above all a craftsman dedicated to
his art. With Abbe, vision and expression are one; his work is a rare combination of great vitality and an equally great precision.
Abbe is basically a symbolist, but one whose symbolism is universal as well
as private. Always his symbols are charged with intense emotion. His affinities are more with the "Dionysians" than the 4IApollonians"; he is closer to
D. H. Lawrence and Dylan Thomas than to Ezra Pound ~nd T. S. Eliot.
Abbe is one of the few modem poets who can write of sexual love without
being cynical,. saccharine, or superficially clever. In his treatment of sex he
covers a spectrUm of emotions, ranging from voluptuous ecstasy to profound
grief.
In vigor of phrase, variety of rhythm and freshness of image, Abbe shares
the best characteristics of the mid-eentury poets. But he is almost unique
in his mastery of the kinesthetic image. Poems like 4INew York City" and
"Helmeted Madonnau release a new world of activity. His work reveals
;\be poetry latent in physical action, when flesh becomes movement. Abbe
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ranks with Shelley, Gerard Manly Hopkins and William Carlos Williams
as one of the supreme poets of kinesthesia.
-Alfred Dorn
The poet, Alfred Dom, author of the 1959 collections Flamenco Dancer and Other
Poems and Wine in Stone, has published in more than forty periodicals. At present, he
is a Penfield fellow at his alma l:ter, New York University, where he has taught and is
completing requirements for tJ1e Ph.D. He is a member of the executive board of Poetry
Society of America.
./

ANTHOLOGY OF CONTEMPORARY AMmuCAN POETRY, selected, edited and read
by George Abbe. Album FL 9735. New York: Folkways Records, 1962. $5.95.
POETRY IN THE ROUND: A POETRY WORKSHOP, narration and poems by
George Abbe. Album FI.9164' New York:i Folkways, 1962. $5.95.

~

Poet George Abbe limits his' selection to' twenty-eight short poems by
nineteen mid-century modems for this handsomely sleeved and technically
excellent recorded anthology. In a field fraught, if npt with controversy, at
least with divergent opinions, it would be difficult to quarrel with his selections, admitting of course conspicuous omissions inevitable in the limited
scope of two sides of an LP record. But the poets are representative, and cut
across aesthetic lines; all of them arerpublished prize winners. They are
Kenneth Patchen, Karl Shapiro, Lewis Turco, Galway Kinnell, May Swenson, Richard' Eberhart, Howard Nemerov, John Ciardi, Isobel Kneeland,
Marcia Masters, Donald Justice, Theodore Roethke, William Jay Smith,
James Wright, David R. Clark, Leah Bodine Drake, Richard Wilbur and
Kate Brackett.
Abbe is the antithesis of the school-of-elocution dramatic monologuist,
but his matter-of-fact not unpleasingly Western or Midwestern pitch and
enunciation is a good anchor to holding-ground for :most of this verse. His
voice vibrates with sincerity in moving passages, becomes rough and gravelly
in indignation r~ding Kenneth Patchen's "Q.Fiery River," for instance, and
fl~tly caustic in William Jay Smith's ironic "Dead Snake." It must be admitted, however, that it is not the ideal voice for interpreting the lightly
~nciful and lyrical, though the range IUns from !h~ prosaic to preacherly
exhortation and prophetic intoning and wears well. Somehow, that he occasionally departs from the script in submitting a word unintentionally is
not theafIront to the purist that might be supposed. The impression is that
he is so deeply imbued in interpretation that he partakes in the creation-all
this without a trace of ham or schmaltz. Proofreaders ~n check on the point
by reading the poems from the album's accompanying pamphlet.
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Abbe does in fact believe that the reader is part of the poem, and that is
the ~eme of his "Poetry-in-the-Round" record.
The interpreters are co-makers of the poem. . . . There is no author without
audience; the creative act is a reciprocal and simultaneous doing between the
two. . . • Without audience or the co-maker, the work of art sounds in a
vacuum.

The first band of this record consists of a statement of this thesis, then
follows the reaction of diversified "co-makers" to a poem by Abbe. These are
teachers attending a poetry workshop and their students in primary and
secondary schools. The rest of the record consists of eighteen of his poems,
some first published in this Quarterly.
Thertil is a dreamlike quality to Abbe's poetry belied by his voice. He
strongly believes in the subconscious aspect of verse and its ~erapeutic value
both for the poet and the audience. He believes much of the world's best
poetry was written "under compulsion to relieve inner tension."
If his verse is sopJ1isticated in terms of psychoanalysis, it is no less so
prosodically. His is not poetry for sight reading but for listening. While
deceptively "free" it is complicatedly cadenced and it effectively rolls. Not only the rhythmic aspect but occasionally the image echoes Swinburne,
whose "sharp white fruit" in "Felise" becomes "the sharp white of her pail"
in Abbe's "The Blueberry GirL" His choice of words and cr~tion of images
not infrequently are intentionally ~hocking and meant to'· hurt-another
Swinburnian symptom-especially in those dreams which are nightmares.
Where he definitely departs from the old master is in a rare Christian
p~rable-such as "The Lone, Immortal Car." His is a mixture of naivete and
worldliness that might almost epitomize the poetic temperament.
MyCENAEANS AND MINOANS,

by Leonard R. Palmer. New York: Alfred A.

p

Knopf, -1961;. 264 pp. $6.00.
Homer's Odyssey pictures Crete as a hodgepodge of ethnic groups, speak-'
ing a ,vanety of languages, but what these languages were could only be
guessed at until a few years ago.
-For two generations scholars in many countries have recognized three
types ofwriting used in ancient Crete, but with no bilingual documents and
relatively little material, they could do little more than guess at the language(s) -used.
Much (if not most) of this material is in the form of symbols scratched
on soft clay tablets, which were hardened in the conflagrations which accompanied the destruction of ancient cities in Crete and Greece.
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, The ancient culture of Crete-the only Europ~ country with a civilization rivaling the contemporary civilizations of Egypt and Mesopotamiamade use of at least three forms or systems of writing, which 'are commonly
termed the hieroglyphic (or pictographic), Linear A, and Linear B.
The hier?glyphic or pictographic script was assumed to. have been gradually superseded by increasingly simplified scripts, termed Linear A and
Linear B, much as the Egyptian hieroglyphs were succeeded by the hieratic
and then the demotic writing; but there was no certainty that the three
scripts, or even anyone of them; were always used to write the same language. They did appear, however, to represent syllabaries and not alphabets.
In 1952 Michael Ventris showed (by now, to the satisfaction of nearly
everyone) that the language of Cretan Linear B was Greek, though U a Greek
500 years older than Homer." His success was largely through application
of cryptanalytic techniques and was possible because sufficient material
, . (inscribed clay tablets) was available.
Material for the hieroglyphic-pictographic and Linear A scripts was scanty,
and much of it so brief, occurring on seals, pots and artifacts, that it presumably comprised only a,name. If all you have to work with is something like
WXYZ, how can you tell whether it stands for JOHN, JEAN, IVAN, HANs-or
MARY?

By 1958 scholars had enough material in Linear A to develop two plausible
. hypotheses, based partly on archaeological grounds and partly on morphology. Words are often borrowed from one language by. another-sentence
structure is not. Dr. Palmer held that Linear A contains an Indo-European
language, possibly related to Hittite; Dr. Cyrus H. Gordon of Brandeis
University believed the language of Linear A is of Semitic origin.
Dr. Palmer brings to his subject much sound archaeological knowledge
and cogent reasoning. His identification of ancient cities and his confirmation of the historicity of Homer make fascinating reading:· one cannot help
but feel that the events which he postulates· could have happened-perhaps,
or even probably, did pappen just as he descn'bes them. And as he s~ys, uThe
precise location' of Mycenaean Pylos, though of absorbing interest t., 0
Homeric scholars, cannot be regarded as a matter of any great historical.
importance."
The linguistic pqrtions of the book are rather less satisfying, being based
primarily on his individual interpretation of relatively scanty· evidence. At
present Dr. Palmer seems to stand alone in identifying the langUage of
Linear A as Luvian (one of several which were current in the Hittite empire), while an impressive array of experts support the view of Dr. Cordon,
that the language of Linear A is Semitic-probably Phoenician-though Dr.
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Gordon himself modestly states that he udoes not insist that all tablets currently classified as Linear A need be in one and the same language."
To sum up, Professor Palmer's book makes interesting reading to anyone
int~ested in ancient history, and his account of the last days of Pylos (reconstructed from.,archaeological evidence) is good historical fiction. Whether it
is more than fictional history I am not competent to judge; but on his
philological pronouncements in the last part of the book, I incline for the
Scottish verdict of "not proven:'
Linear B could not be solved beyond reasonable doubt until ample
~ material enabled several researchers independently to apply Ventris' values
. and come up with an archaic Greek which made sense. As Ventris himself
said, "Linear A must await the discovery of sufficient material:'
The difficulty with Linear A, so far, is that.what material has been found
consists largely of such things as lists and inventories; but supposing you
could deciph~r an item as, say, "serviettes 12," would that mean that the
language is French, or merely that an English scn"be had borrowed a French
word? Lack of fairly long "connected narrative" texts makes the task a very
difficult one.
The comparatively few words and symbols which Dr. Palmer adduces as
proof that the language of·Linear A is Luvian are hardly sufficient.
-Kenneth D. Greene
Colonel Greene, who did his graduate work in languages at Yale, has for years
managed the export department of the Menthola~m Company in Buffalo. During World
War II he was in command of a signal-corps company of Japanese-American cryptanalysts
which received a citation for "breaking" a Japanese code said to have contributed materially
to the winning of a pivotal battle in the island campaign.

THE COlLEGE AND ADULT READINe LIsr OF BOOKS IN LITERATURE AND THE
FINE ARTS, prepared by the National Council of Teachers of English. Edward
Lueders, editorial chairman. New York: Washington Square, 1962. 448 pp.
$

.<}O.

There have been many books listing the world's best books but in some
important respects, this paperback is the most ambitious and useful popular
bibliography ever attempted. Its sponsorship ass~res its academic authority.
MQreover~ the breakdown is so extensive that each segment is edited by a
specialist. For example, literature is not one chapter or one subject but
twenty-two, for it is subdivided American, British and world: fiction, poetry,
drama, biography, criticism, letters and essays, and history, with linguistics
as a bonus, and as a different expert treats each one of these facets, the
coverage is comprehensive. Only a short paragraph is devoted to each work,
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but as art and music are also covered, sheer encyclopedic volume would make
this useful bibliography a bargain.
Art is divided into architecture, painting and drawing-both before and
since 1<)OO-sculpture, design and crafts, graphics, art criticism and esthetics,
and art.reference. The section on music includes music monographs, orchestral music, chamb~r and keyboard music, vocal music, opera and ballet,
dance a~d folk dance, music theory, criticism, history and reference, biography, the interpreter, the contemporary scene, and jazz and popular music.
The expert staff is recruited from faculties of over forty different universities as well as museums and newspapers all over the country. The University of New Mexico is weU·represented oWing perhaps to the fact that
editorial chairman Lueders was a former member of its English faculty, and
the chief art editor is 'B~bridge Bunting of the department of. fine arts.
On the -advisory board~ representing the National Council of Teachers of
English, is Dr. George Arms. Another New Mexican represented is David
.Gebhard .formerly of the Roswell Museum and Art Center, who cOI~piled
the material on architecture since 1<)00.
Hugh L. Smith, Jr., of Long Beach State College who obtained th~Ph.D.
,in American studies at University of New Mexico, edits the section ion Jazz
and Popular Music, while another graduate, David F~ Hiatt of Caqoll College, has prepared the chapter on British Biography.
/
f

»

WORKS AND DAYS AND OTHER POEMS, by Irving Feldman. New York: Atlantic-Little, Brown, 1961. 121 pp. $3'95.
'Tradition says of Hesiod, author of that other Works and Days, that he
leaped from his fate only to have it ambush him. This is the common
double-mask of enlightenment!disillusionment-it amazes because it comes
wearing the disguise of no-disguise. Here, for example, is the fact of the
tangible and actual spindle that will drain the princess's finger, though all
spindles -have been burnt. Or here is Oedipus, bloodying his eyes because
he is what he realy is. Or here is James's Marcher, whose act of waiting-tobeco~e is what he merely and horrifically becomes. The hero moves directly
from his unknown real identity to his known real identity, no more. The
absence of paradox is the greatest paradox of all. And Hesiod7 Cautioned by
the oracle to shun the shrine of the Nemean Zeus, in whose penumbra he is,
destined to die, the poet exiles himself from the deadly precinct; to trick
destiny richly, roams far; arrives at Locris, the most unlikely outland of all;
and dies. Unlikely, absurd: nevertheless in unsuspected Locris stands' a
te~ple to the lethal god. We can exile ourselves from what we are, but only
to journey to what we are.
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The earlier Works and Days was a labor manual in verse. Its successor,
als9 in verse, is a manual of the labors of exile. In it and over it the leaning
tower of Sinai leans a long long shadow: even unto Coney Island. It chronicles an exile from 'ghettos-the ghetto of the Brooklyn kitchen, lithe wraith
of chickens all those 'Fridays"; the ghetto of old bitterness and old dread
and worn love ("now that"you ar~ old and children of your son" ); the ghetto
of eaveless and leafless childhood and early youth sans dawns or grass; the
wailing-walled ghetto of poverty, suffocation, hopeless familiarity. Here
everything is acutely recognizlble: though unrecognized.
Then exile. With a roar of revulsion the poet breaks into the world. The
poet? Th~ word is shorthand. He is that third person under many names'and
in many images, that luminous figure which makes, propels, sees. The poet
is his ego and his biographer, but so is Moses; so is Theseus; so is Eve; so,'
in fact, is Creation; so, at last, is lithe god in the block," who is both what
is possible and what is inevitable. The travail of flight begins:
The will then lashes itself to the helm,
But the rudder jams and wheel fails.
The mast no longer holds its realm,
~d now the lungs float out like sails.
Death and myself were aU I saw;
Between us desert and wrack spread far.
Beginning bad, the end a flaw:
A foolish thought, mauvaise histoire.
And then I saw the ark adriftUnder a sodden sky. I grinned
And thought, Return. Like a handkerchief
Its sail stood diapering the wind.
("Apocalypse:' pp. 45"46)

,

What is this ark, and where is it? It is the arkof the remediable, Noah's;
it is the ark of recognition, Sinai's; and it is the womb and chamber of be~
ginning: even Coney Island. It is found in wastes an~ deserts and exiles:
which means, of .coprse, in the self, in the last inchollte moment before
illumination. Then the god-God-;-bursts invisibly out of the block, the
stones of the Tablets send forth their Law, the Law praises earth, nature,
life:
\'
I
••• Honly
.
We can praise the moment and what is given
In it, even ourselves dying, then must
We move by our heart's desire and all
Its blest fatalities, and living that
Perfected hope, the sense of oneself moving.
Cannot misstep, if only we hallow
And will not violate.
("Man:' p. 117)
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This is Mosaic. But few lines before we have heard a cry of Philosophy:
Sentenced to die for the guilt of being boml, and this is Koheleth the
Preacher. It ,is the quick moan of Wrack. For Works and Days is divided
into symbolic progressions named Ark, Wrack, and Return; and the greatest
of these is Wrack. Greatest not in the meaning of holiest {Wrack violates,
and will not hallow), but greatest rather in what it must pay to history,
and in what history has wrested from it. In the histOly of the Jews, though
the breast-plates of Torah delight, Wrack is not negligible.
So in these poems. On the one hand, they profoundly celebrate. On the
other,they sorrow from the root. But they neither sorrow nor celebrate without an intense intellectual and lyric piercing. If they pierce, however, they
do not comment. "These poems are documents of an obsession," Karl Shapiro says of his own work in the Introduction to his Poems of a Jew; "This obsession, I believe, is universal and timeless; the. J ~ is at its center, but
everyone else partakes of it," Mr. Feldman's extraordinary poems in Works
and Days are also the poems of a Jew, but they do not document, in a manner they are not obsessed. They are possessed rather, and do not readily
relinquish themselves for the hesitations of the mundane. Instead they reveal, and to partake of them is to eat the vatic bread. There is in the best of
them ultimately no separation between the record and the recorCler; lay a
knu.ckle on the scroll, and it will whirl itself out into a man.
In "Moses on Pisgah" (beginning Blake-like with "In whose great hand
is my hand laid?"), in "Flood" ("Why on us?"), in "A Speech by Abraham"
("0 my sky.<Jrunk child, so must I catch youl"), in "Dawn" ("Oh, Oh, Oh,
Why am I born?"), in "The Lost Language" ("One cup of Lethe and ifs
always too late. Where are you, 0 liebe breyt?")-in these poems and in almost every other, imagination, form, beauty, brilliance, irony, and even the
contrivance of a naivete which again and again can use the word "heart" as .
though it were a poetic rather than a ~'poetic" word, are heightened to a
pinnacle of vision. Yet often the voice is easy rather than merely ingenious,
open and simple and ballad-like rather than mazy. Sometimes the inflection
is an exclamation-point near to the karrow of holy vigo:r; frequently it is the
~ttered question-mark of the ironic wanderer. It is a gift to the reader that
this same pinnacle of vision should, by an exile's miraculous destiny, tum out
to be made of the dust of one of the sacred foothills of Israel.
-Cynthia Ozick
Cynthia Ozick, a poet-critic who resides in suburban New York City. has published·
criticism and fiction in Botteghe Oscure, Midstream. Literary Review. Prairie Schooner.
and Evergreen Review; verse in Noble Savage, Commentazy, Virginia Quarterly Revi~,
Mutiny, Epoch. Antioch Review. Midstream, Prairie Schooner, and San Francisco Review.
Her reading of her own poems was a featured radio program over WBAI. New York.
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by Sabine Ulibarri. Mexico: Medina, 1961.64 pp.

, ;

..

Fifty poems in search of heaven make up this book of heterogeneous style
and tone. Unity is achieved through the recurrence of themes.
Static poetry-this might be the definition of Sabine Ulibarri's production.
Quietude intensifies the relevance of a moment. For Ulibarri it is the transference of a mood through lyric adjectivation. And this is so necessary to his
poetry that even in the use of nouns, we feel that they have become void of
essence and that it is only quality that exists andsubsists~ Thus, in the first
poem, concerned with the snowc1ad night, by means of the combination
"soft..marble" the noun has come to lose its density and consequently, one of
its basic qualities and is left only with its unuttered whiteness, which is .in
keeping with the reiterative sequence of the concept of white in each line.
Thus, the noun has been deprived of its substantivity, remaining with a
merely adjectival purport.
Another circumstance of Sabine Ulibarri's still, at times, motionless poetry
dwells in the lack of verbal forms. Absence of action contributes effectively
to concentration on a state of feeling, and this is what matters. The adjective
carries out the greatest poetical function in Ulibarri's poetry.
Sabine Ulibarri is skillful in tracing a decorative representation of thc
outer world, which is genuine. He may use words borrowed from woman's
environment of arts and toils and blends them beautifully with his description•.Coloration is also true and personal. Were he to stop there, the poem
wo~ld' be perfectly achieved ("Crepusculo," for example, page 9). However,
a certain purposefulness, a self-imposed language and a will to bring in
~ceral images, divert the poem from its real meaning and its original
beauty. Probably less self-conscious motivation would free it of what is
actuallyalien to it, since breach of harmony does not necessarily bring about
.poetical impact.
Some short compositions are written almost in the traditional "copla"
form. They are acute, graceful and abundant in the natural and wise
poetical figures that have been used in Spanish folklore. The four line poem
dedicated .to Mima contains simple beauty alJd intricate systems of correlations, parallelisms, antitheses, and designs the symmetrical pattern of a
strange solitaire. In this very short poem appears one of the fundamental
themes of this book. Its first inspiration may have been, whether conscious
or unconscious, that suggestive sentence by our very modern, seventeenth
• century poet, Luis de G6ngora, '~pisando la dudosa luz del dla," "treading
the doubtful light of day," but it is never said by Ulibarri the way it had been
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THE IMMEDIATE

EXPERIENCE, by Robert Warshow. New York: Doubleday,

1962.282 pages, $4.50'
CAN BY THE HIGHWAY, by John A.
Doubleday, 1961.25'5 pages, $4.50'

THE BEER

Kouwenhoven~

New York:

Warshow's book is a collection of his essays, most of which appeared in
Commentary and Partisan Review. Most of them are on the movies, but
even these range widely, considering, for example, cowboy or gangster films
in the larger context of American society and, indeed, of Western culture.
The section on American popular culture contains piercingly and boldlyl.
perceptive .essays on such -divergent subjec.ts as horror comics, The New
Yorker, Krazy Kat, Clifford' Odets, and on Julius and Ethel Rosenberg. (On
The New Yorker: "The New Yorker has always dealt with experience not
by trying to understand it but by prescribing the attitude to be adopted
to:ward it. This makes it possible to feel intelligent without thinking, and it
is a· way of making everything tolerable, for the assumption of a suitable
attitude toward experience can give one, the illusion of having d~lt with it
adequately.") As ,nothing in a poem, or about a poem, will escape the experienced and prepared critic, so nothing about any subject escaped Warshow: the text itself, in form and content; the history surrounding it; biography;'tradition; influences; his own responses to it; etc., etc. No one can read
Warshow on any subject without seeing it in a new light forever after.
Some of the earlier reviewers of The Immediate Experience complained
that Warshow did
not "understand" movies. Nonsense. No one in our
./
time (except pOsSbly a few of the makers themselves) understood individual
movies and certain types better. Warshow came to his subject without any
jargon or expectations other than those which any intelligent a~d civilized
person brings to any work of art. He insisted on taking Gary Cooper, The
Best Years of Our Lives, Chaplin, the European art films, exactly as they
appeared on the screen. I:Ie looked at them as he read words: closely,
sensitively, unsparingly. Of course he never wrote "fashionable" or "technical" movie criticism. He wrote criticism that combined his sense of a work
with his sense of himself and of the whole world. He wrote about Mad ..
Magazine or about Krazy Kat or about Chaplin as others write about James
, or Salinger or Picasso or Hindemith. For this we ought to be most grateful. He did. not let himself be intimidated into easy responses or be limited
iIi extending his vision by any conventional notion of his proper province. His
lambent writing was alive with humor and wisdom; his attitude exemplified
the best potential for dignity and decency in man if man but keep his,
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GROUND: CULTURAL DlVERSlTY IN CONTEMPORARY

AMmuCAN WRITING, by W. M. Frohock. Dallas: Southern ·Methodist Uni-

versity Press, 1961. 182pp. $4.,0.
At one point in W. M. Frohock's third critical volume, he asks whether
Ame~can mobility is more lik~ly to cause arrested development or to provide unique occasion for insiglit. In his own case, the answer is clear. As a
distinguished visiting professor abroad, he was so affected by the European
View of America's total· conformity that, in his ·lectures on literature, he
began to assert the cultural div.ersity evident at least in American writing.
According to Frohock, the' American hero in our time is a D.P. The
uGreat Topos" Iefl~cts the deterioration of meaning in a man's life as he
wanders from some original home. More than the agrarian theme-rural
innocence betrayed in the metropolis-is involved. Even in F. Scott Fitzgerald or Thomas WoHe that particular. archetypal change is aggravated by
others. And in Dreiser and Lewis often catastrophe is assoCiated with movement to a smaller town; in Farrell, it may come with a crosstown change
within Chicago; in Ralph Ellison, the Negro's predicament grows as he
moves North ~nd to larger numbers of his own kind; in James the "rub" is
international.
Frohock concedes an American tendency towards a "superhighway" cul.,.
ture; toward sameness. Yet he argues that part of this tendency is superficial. It is a desperately:anxious revulsion from that cultural variety which
still results from the largeness of the land and the still"COnsiderabl~ influence
of immigration. He argues. too that much of the failure of development in
American writers is due to their experience of malaise, when their immediate
circle of circumstance changes. Frohock, for example, considers Edna St.
Vincent Millay basically a serious and conservative poet who temporarily
lost touch with herself when she .left Maine, to live in alien Greenwich
Village. In some ways her poems are more authentically regionalist than t1,J.e
laconic-evasive verses of Frost. (The history of Emily Dickinson, however,
who wanted recognition as an adult as desperately as she wanted to remain.
affectionately kittenish suggests that immobility has its price of adjustment
also.)
.
So provocative are Frohock's central and corollary propositions that one
could \$hhe bad pursued his evidence as relentlessly as a Leslie Fiedler;
and that he had made clearer the relevance of his remarks on the simplistic
criticism of Trilling or the dogmatic distortions of Professor· Babbitt. Occasionally, "cultural variety" seems to be a term employed not so much to
provide greater precisions to a literary discussion as to pennit a potpourri of
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subtopics to be wrangled over at random. However, the non-organized
quality of the essays is offsetby the shaxp contrasts between the Beat Movement and the Lost Generation, in discipline of morality> alid esthetics; and
between the works of Fitzgerald and Alain-Fournier, and Pound and Celine.
The American rebel, according· to Frohock,is still too close to his heritage
of meliorism to be outraged to the point of total disafliliation. At the same
time he may be so much a part of America-the-process that his central
characters Cannot respond as fully as, for example, the French to the predicaments of their passage de rite.
-Leonard Casper
Leonard Casper's most recent publication is Modem Pbilippine Short Stories. an
extraordinary· anthology pUblished by the University of New Mexico Press. He is also
co-editor of Harper's excellent recent paperback. The World of Short Fiction: An International Collection. and is the author of the critical study Robert Penn Warren: The Dade
and Blopcly Ground (1960). An outstanding poet and short story writer as wen as ~tic
and teacher. Dr. Casper is presently on leave from his post as associate professor of
Creative Writing and American Literature at Boston College as Fulbright lecturer in .
Filipino-American studies at Ateneo de Manila and the University of the Philippines.

THE MOMENT OF POETRY, ed. by Don Cameron Allen. Baltimore: Johns,
HopIcins Press, 1962. 140 pp. $3.50'
POETS IN PROGRESS, ed. by Edward P. Hungerford. Evanston: Northwestern
University Press, 1962. 221 pp. $5.00.
RECENT. AMmuCANPOETRY, by Glauco Cambon. Pamphlets on American
Writers No. 16. Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1962. 48 pp.

$4

.

While Plato believed poets had a direct pipe line to divinity, he was firmly
of the opinion that the line could become clogged, if not short-<:ircuited,
and for this reason, in his utopian Republic, he ad,ocated giving the poet a
wreath, a good one, and saying in effect, "Here's your hat; what's your
hurryl" In short, he ?elieved p~ts were divinely in~ired. mad men and
counseled that under Ideal condItions, they should ,be gIVen the bum's rush.
But the old order changes and poets, even more than philosophers, have
.. happily become less peripatetic. The editor boasts in the preface to Mpment
of Poetry, a collection of lectures delivered by poets on their art at the annual poetry festival sponsored by th.e Bollingen Foundation in 1961, that
Johns Hopkins University named the poet Sidney Lanier to its first faculty
and "has always subscribed to the doctrine that poetry is a way of seeking
the truth that sets men free." Poets of this book in the .proces~ of setting
men free, have all earned university livings. They are John Holmes~ profes. .sor of English at Tufts College and al:'thor of many books of verse and books
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about verse; May Sarton of Wellesley, author since 1938 of six books of
verse and seven novels; Richard Eberhart, Dartmouth professor whose Collected Poems~ 193D-l¢O were recently published; Professor Richard WiIburoE Connecticut Wesl~yan and "the new generation"; and Randall Jarrell~
Professor at the Woman~~ College of the University of North Carolina, novelist and translator~ whose Woman at the Washington Zoo won the National
BookAward.
;
Jarrell likes the feel of the earth (or the macadam~ as he dangles his hand
from the low side of his Jaguar in cornering-incidental intelligence gleaned .
from Walter B. Rideout's appreciation in Poets in Progress). This motoring
note recalls Louis Untermeyer's story: After slighting Edgar Guest in a lecture in Detroit, he was accosted by an irate matron who demanded what
make and year of car the lecturer drove. Upon receiving..an unsatisfactory or
at least unimpressive answer, she was able to inform Untermeyer witheringly
before sweeping off that Guest drove a late I]1odel Pierce-..Arrow. Now Untermeyer probably never lived in a garret, bt,lt some poets used to. Apparently
the big world' today, including the universities, foundations, coffee houses,
publishers and readers, places a higher value on serious verse and the poet is
allowed to dwell in ivy halls, though his good car may be from the proceeds of
a successful novel. Nevertheless, no mundane matron can have the last word
while Jarrell rides his Jaguar.
These poets of the Moment give us anew insight into poetry and what
it is to be a poet. It strikes me that the best lecture was that of Wilbur,
"Round About a. Poem of Housman," a really great essay with emphasis on
the "Round About~' but with Housman definitely contributing. Wilbur also
quotes Ogden Nash,.popular song lyrics, Arnold, Milton, Yeats, and an
army pal-a rookie from the rear ranks-among others; these he has assimilated and they help him make his effect with precision. Wilbur takes
strongissue'with Shapiro's view that a, poem is ephemeral~f
the moment
.
'and without literary background. John Holmes would agree. His opening
piece, "Surroundings and Illuminations," considers the influence of other
poets and::critics in a Stonehenge ring surrounding the poet in the act of
creation.
To shed light on the process of poetry, most of the lecturers explicate at
least one poem. Jarrell is particul,;irly good on Frost's dramatic "Home
Burial"; May Sarton, On Blackburn's "School of Babylon," and on one of her
own. Eberhart is perhaps the least successful, because, eschewing this technique of explication, he is the most abstrac~. In the title, moment is not to
be construed as a time unit as in "idle hours with the muses"but as a pon.
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derous weight suspended by a thread-like cable as in the Sarton poem
explicated; symbolizing a nice balance of tension.
Northw~tern University is to be congratriIated for fielding ten such critics
and champions of contemporary poets from its English department, writing
in Poets in Progress. Each professor-eritic considers a favored modem; their
ten choices are Roethke, Lowell, Kunitz, Wilbur, Eberhart, Snodgrass,
Nemerov, CunninghaI1l) Jarrell and Merwin. Biographical material in these
careful twenty-page -studies varies from little to much ~nd is all interesting.
Both poets and poetry are distinctly individual. Enough carefully selected
typical and significant quotations from the works are included to give the
reader a good introduction to these poets.
Glauco Cambon, who writes Recent American Poetry for the good little
series of Minnesota Pamphlets, labors under a greater handicap; he attempts
to cover more po~ts in less space. Cambon is a professor of comparative
literature at Rutge~s University and a fellow of the Indiana School of Letters.
A native of Italy,the is the author of -verse, essays, and criticism in both
Italian and Engli~. His thesis in a wide coverage of post-Korean-war verse
is that daredevil ~rimentation is not over-'-barbaric yawps a la Whitman
are still to be h~rd in the land-and all this is to the good. Much of his
writing is sprightly; all is Jcnowledgeable; some is quite perceptive. He is at
his weakest perhaps in his deeper analyses~f the Catholic poet, John
"Logan, for example. As in all the pamphlets of this series, a useful bibliography is a p p e n d e d . WEsTERN POLITICS, ed. by Frank H. Jonas. Salt Lake City: University of
Utah Press, 1961 . 401 pp. $7.95.
Over twenty years ago a group of western political scientists under the
editorship of Thomas C. Donnelly published a volume entitled Rocky
Mountain Politics. The volume consisted of a state-by-state roundup of
l'0litics in the eight Rocky Mountain states. The politics revealed was that
peculiar to states dominated by a ranching and extractive economy.
In the subsequent twenty years almost all of these Rocky Mountain states
have been undergoing a transformation frotii a cattle and mining economy
to some form of industrial one. In some instances the industrial economy has
come under the auspices of the Federal government while in others it has
been under the auspices of free enterprise. But in-any event, the results have
been to work a transformation from an essentially agrarian and extractive
economic base to one which is an integral part of the larger industrial econ-
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~~my which typifies states both to the east and the west of the eight Rocky
\

Mountain states.
With this economic transformation one could expect some significant
,change in the politics of these states. One of the major responsibilities of tbp authors ofWestem Politics is to analyze thesechanges. Western Politics is aD
assessment of politics in each of these eight mountain states plus the five
,statesl Californial Oregonl Washingtonl A1as~ 'and Hawaiil to the west
of the mountain states. These are the states which compose the Congressional western bloc in contrast to the southernl mid-westernl and eastern
blocs. And although one might consider the west coast states plus Alaska
and Hawaii to have certain characteristics which make them differ uniquely
from the eight Rocky Mountain statesl the editorl Professor Frank Jonas of
t:l;te University of Utah feels that the western states do have sufficient similarities7 economic7 political7 and physiographic, to be considered a political
7

unit.

Given this assumption7 the character of the treatmeftt is understandable.
Each of fourteen political scientists (two in the case of Hawaii) was assigned the task of delineating politics in his state. Apparently the authors
all followed a previously agreed upon outline for aU of them take up in
turn the same series of topicS. After a short introduction usually devoted
to explaining the uniqueness of politics in Alaska .or Wyoming or whatever
state being considered7 the chapter covers the geography and resources of
the statel its populatioI,l characteristics7 the educational system, the state of
the press and public opinion, nominating procedures and election habits, the
party organization and fairly recent party leaders the "third house" or pressure groups, legislative politics, the voting habits of the electorate, and the
usual,position of the state on national and international affairs. The results
,Of such a procedure are thirteen studies of state politics each of which could
standalone.
' . ,
One does get some impression of the character of "western politics," ,in
contradistinction to eastern and southern politics? from this detailed treat. ment of each state. It is a politics which ~s undergoing change the ultimate'
destiny of which is uncertain. In 1940, especially in the eight Rocky Mountafu. statesl cattle and hardtock mining were the dominant interests. Today'
these old. interests. are being challenged by new intereSts' repr~entingthe
westWard sweep of industrialism. The rapid population increases experienced
by many of the states are a function of this new industrialism. Truly urban
centers have, developed out of communities which twenty years ago existed
primanly to service the surrounding ranching and mining interests'.
7
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In Oregon this change has meant a swing from an overwhelmingly Republican state to one in which the Democrats are now the majority party.
In Arizona a predominantly Democratic state has become very much' less
so. The authors were extremely circumspect concerning the possible outcome in many states, as they might well be. For, most of the western
states were affected by the '_'progressive" reforms of the era of Hiram Johnson,
Burton Wheeler, and William Borah. To these political mavericks the
curse of American politics was the strong party system. Thus, many of these
states possess the open primary, the recall, the referendum, and the initiative
-all of which indicate progressive-era suspicion of the party organization
and "machine" politics. Party liiles hav~ never been closely drawn and what,
is refe~ed to as party responsibility is something which is hard to find. In
state after state, the authors point out that the voter is extremely iJ?dependent and follows the principle of voting for the "best man." Politics is in the
hands of individual politicians each of whom has a following. Parties are
coalitions of factions apt to fragment into the component parts on very
slight provocation.
- For these reasons the drift of western politics is hard to foresee. If party
lines were drawn with some resoluteness and if party organizations were
already well formed, the outcome of the population shift would be easy
~o predict. If the recent immigrants were from predominantly Republican
states to the east, one would expect a solid Republican drift. If on th.eother
hand they were frOll) predominantly Democratic states one could expect
a Democratic tide. But in the absence of firm political traditions and party
lines any such simple system of prediction would befooIhardy. What does
come through to the reader is that western politics is in an amorph~us state.
But it is not fair to characterize it as totally amorphous. A final chapter
on the performance of the western Congressional delegations indicates
clearly that there are certain issues on which western Senators and 'Congressmen constitute a bloc. Public lands;water; public power, mining, and cattle
are issues on which westerners in Congress can be counted to cross party
lines and vote as a bloc. They do recognize certain western interests. But on
other issues which do not have special meaning fot the western economy, the
western Congressmen and Senators adhere rather strictly to their party labels.
The method of composing Western Politics has assured a consistent and
able performance. No one has fallen down in his assignment. But with the
exception of the 'Idaho and New Mexico chapters,the restilt ,is 'a rather
. monotonous uniformity. The authors of these two chapters "subverte4"the
strict outline imposed to asuflicient extent to give the reader some 'of the
true flavor of politics In those two states. The others remain solid pieces of

.
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work lacking none of the information one might seek in a reference work.
By playing it safe the editor has managed to avoid unevenness of treatment,
. often looked upon ~s the pitfall of such joint ventures. But he has also
avoided those brilliant int~rpretations which can only come from allowing
the author a free hand. The layman wanting to know something about the
details of politics in California, for example, could well turn to the l chapter
in Western Politics. But if he begins with chapter one to work his way
through he will find it a demanding task. This is not a book with the verve,
vitality, and insight of D. W. Brogan's Politics In America.
-;David B. Hamilton
Dr. Hamilton, who is a popular professor of economics at the University of New
Mexico, is not only a student of theory but the practice of Western politics as one of the
founders of the Grass Roots movement in Albuquerque. His text book, Consumer Economics, published last year by Houghton-Miffiin, has transcended mere classroom interest.

..
PENNSYLVANIA SONGS AND LEGENDS, ed. by George Korson. Baltimore: The
Johns Hopkins Press, 1949. Dlus. Music. 474 pp. $7.50'
BLACK ROCK: MINING FOLKLORE OF THE PENNSYLVANIA DUTCH, by George
Korson. Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins Press, 1960 Illus. 453 pp. $7.50'

Pennsylvania Songs. and Legends is made up of an introduction and
thirteen articles, each by a different author, on a tradition, a group, or an
area. Eight of the chapters contain folk songs; four are devoted exclusively
to songs: those of the old settlers, British, and German (with a separate
, chapter for the Amish) and those of more recent arrivals, .generally city
dwellers. The tales and legends are those of the Complanter Indians, ConeStoga wagoners" canallers, railroaders, lumbermen and raftsmen, coal miners,
oilmen, and f3miers. This is a rich collection and the coverage is exceptional
considering the limited space for each chapter. There is of course variation
in the 'quality of the articles. Outstanding in my judgment are those On the
fOUI,folk song traditions in the stat~ and those on the wagoners, canallers,
and Iailroaders. .In additio~ to the songs and stories the authors provide excellenthistorical and background sketches. Musical notation and translations
.
of German texts are given for most songs.
Black Rock is more than mining folldore. It contains the history of anthracite mining in the Pennsylvania Qutch country, the history of the various
anthracite regions, the development of transportation for the coal by.canal
and rail~ ~eminiscences and histories of the people involved, plus sections
on f()lk song, folk speech, folk medicine, courtship and marriage customs,
aIid'misceVaneous items. The material is well organized into sections by
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region or subject; the author's approach is informal, chatty, sometimes
rambling. One thing leads to another. After the anthracite had be,en discovered the promoters had to prove that it could be burned in the homes
and steel mills of the early nineteenth centUry. Then tmnsportationmethods
had to be improved. Pennsylvanians dug canals and built milroads (includingthe second railroad in the -United States). They iInported the first steam
locomotive. These developments provide fascinating stories. Even the process of proving -that anthracite could be burned had its own drama and
frustmtions. Equally iniportant are the people-financiers, managers, engineers, workmen-who brought about the great changes. Many of us are
unaware of the pioneering of the Pennsylvania Dutch in these areas; we
think of them as quaintly dressed and mannered' farmers. Many of them
were farmers who continued to live on -their farms even when they became
railroaders, canallers, or miners. Mr. Korson causes us to see them as men
of affairs and highly skilled workers. The boo~ divides about equally between
history and folklore though there is considerable intermingling of the two.
The folk narratives, which are of the local rather than the world-wide variety,
make up a smaller part of the folk materials than one would expect in a
group as· long established and homogeneous as the Pennsylvania Dutch.
In these two books Mr. Korson has done a remarkable job of-editing and
tellirigthe Pennsyl~nia story, a story of many 'kinds of people whose accomplishments justify the pride th~ take in ~eir state.
-E. W.Baughman

.~

Dr. Baughman, associate professor of English at the University of New Mexico, is a
specialist in American studies who ~ectures on, among other subjects, the folktale in
English. He has served as acting chairman of the English department and is chairman
of the faculty publications committee.

A COUNTRY-BY-COUNTRY SURVEY OF EDUCATIONAL
AnuCA, compo by Ruth Sloan Associates, ed. by Helen

'THE EDUCATED AFmCAN:

DEVELOPMENT IN
Kitchen. New York: Praeger, 1962. 542 pp. $12.50'
Ruth Sloan Associates, publishers of The Press In Africa (J956), have compiled and Helen Kitchen, editor of Africa Report, has edited this very useful
survey, of Mrican educational systems. There are forty-two chapters, one for
each country or territory. With variations, each chapter attempts to cover
these five points: 1 ) political, social, economic, and geographic context; 2)
educational objectives; 3) current school systems in terms of goals and accomplishments; 4) educational priorities in relation to ~dependence needs and
limited financial resources; and 5) the conflict between urban elites and.bushdwelling elders.
It is easy to see the value of a book which brings together in convenient -
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form widely scattered descriptions of African education. Being a comprehensive compilation~ it fills a need which libraries and interested individuals
will appreciate and want to have at hand. Peace Corps recruits, teachers,
and others heading for Africa will readily tum to it.
This book has" good illustrations and an excellent chart on the universities in Africa. Though the table of contents lists chapter headings and subdivisions the book lacks an index. More than 100 persons contributed to
this book and most chapters are signed. The qualifications of contributing
authors are not given~ though this reviewer recognizes some of them to be
knowledgeable United States Information Officers and Office of Education
personnel who have served in the countries they write about.
Africanists, comparative educationists, and research scholars, while appreciating the convenience of having this book, will no doubt try to find more
definitive studies on individual countries and territories. The ideal would
be a comparative survey of African education containing the historical range
and interpretive depth of Lord Hailey's An African Survey. Such a volume
has not yet appeared. UJltil it does, The Educated African will be a welcome
and much-used general reference book.
-Fran~ Parker
Dr. Parker who is associate professor of the history and philosophy of education at the
University of Texas, spent 1957-58 in research on education in the Federation of Rhodesia
and Nyasaland, the Ul1ion of South Africa, Belgian Congo, Kenya and the United Arab
Republic. He continueCi his research at the Rhodes-Livingstone Institute, Lusaka, Northern
Rhodesia, in 1962. He baS written dozens of articles for the professional and scholarly
press and many book reviews.

,

UNIVERsITY, by L. J. Daly, S.J. New York: Sheed & Ward"
1961.. 241 pp. $5.00•

THE MEDIEVAL

Father Daly~ in a simple and summary style, describes the rise, development, structure and influence of the medieval university. The presentation. is
popular, yet footnoted and provided with suggestions of additional readings
at the end of each chapter for those with time and interest'for more scholarly
research on the subject.
This text can serve as valuable reading for theJormal student in medieval
studies, or for the student of history, especially the history of education.
One cannot appreciate the present academic scene without knowledge of its
background in medieval origins.
There is also much here of unusual fact and of human interest: the
privileges of medieval students; the constitutional democracy of the tJl.e~eval
student government; the daily life of the student (classes from 6 a.m. to 6·
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p.m.); the letters home (for money); the town versus gown conflict; the
depth and duration of their studies (from 6 to 16 years); the early age of
intellectual maturation (freshmen at 15). This book has much to offer·aUtespecially to those in university education, teacner and student.
-Fr. Richard Butler, O.P.
Father Butler, national chaplin of the Newman Clubs of the United States: is currently writing in Clticago bjs fourth book, entitled God on the Secular Campus. While he
was chaplian of the Aquinas Newman Center at University of New Mexico, the Quarterly
published two chapters of his Life and World of George Santayana. He was Santayana's
only daily visitor from outside the Roman convent where the American philosopher and
poet spent his final years.

THE VISUAL CRAFT OF WILLIAM GoLDEN, ed. by Cipe Pinles Golden, Kurt
Weihs, Robert Strunsky.
York: Braziller, 1962.
156PP.$12'50'

New

DIns.

'.

.'The late William Golden was for fifteen years Art Director of Columbia
Broadcasting System and this large-format book illustrates 137 pieces- ,
advertisements, brochures, books-produced under the guidance of his firm .
hand. 'The text consists of three articles by Golden, and six tributes. bybis
associates. Golden believed advertising should "avoid designing for designers," and that "Design for print is not Art. At best it is a highly skilled craft
-a sensitive,inventive, interpretive craft, but in no way related to painting."
He chose artists like Ben Shahn and Jean Pages; led talented writers like
Robert Strunsky and Carroll Elliott, encouraging them to throw their full
talents into creating the impact of visual products carrying the CBS message
,and the "Golden touch." 'The most familiar William Golden design is the
CBS "eye" symbol. -Roland Dickey
(
RIPPLED SHADOW, A COLLEcnON OF POEMS, by Keshev Malik. New Delhi:
Surge Publications, 1961. 152PP. Rs. 7.50.

To contradict a well intentioned Birmingham critic, 4lEnglish" is ,not the .
adjective perfectly descDoing these New Delhi poems, even discounting an
occasional cobra image; nor can that be their quality that earned the admiration of Stephen Spender. Yet there is something British, ((clipped,"
about these verses-"ea,ch . '.• crisp as a thermometer readingtas V. S.
Pritchett put it iii the New Statesman. While not avant garde, they show a
firm, craftsman's grasp of modem prosody. 'They are at their best as not
quite ripe persimmons.
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POETRY EXPIJCATION:

A CHECKLIST OF

INTERPRETATION SINCE 1925 OF BRI-

TISH AND AMERICAN POEMS PAST AND PRESENT,

by Joseph M. Kuntz. Denver:

Alan Swallow, 1962 • 332 pp. $4.75.
What does the poem really mean? While this can be answered for each
reader only by a close reading of the poem in -question, what it has meant
to expert crihes in prose terms can enrich one's own understanding. In this
day of nonobjective art, most readers will welcome a hand from competent
guides to lead them through the mazes of modem verse. That is why this
new edition of a classic bibliography will be welcomed by the interested
layman while continuing as an increasingly well-nigh iridispensable tool for
the advanced English scholar, teacher, and librarian. More than double the
size of the previous edition compiled with Dr. George Arms, a colleague in
the depamnent of English at University of New Mexico, the new edition
incorporating references to the explications of the last decade is entirely
the work of Mr. Kuntz. While explication as a technique of modem criticism
is most useful when -applied to modem verse, this volume is restricted by
no means to references merely to modem poets, though only modem criticism is considered. Listings begin with "AGEE, James" and end with
''YEAT~'' but younger modems are included with poets of all periods. The
criterion is simply a unified explication from carefully selected sources excluding only verse drama and longer poems. Poems are listed alphabetically
under authors. The main sources consulted form a useful supplementary
general bibliography.
THE. HUMMINGBIRD, by Henry Miller. Norfolk, Conn.:
62
New D~rections, 19 ; 194 pp. $4.00.
This is a forgettable book. It should n04 however, mislead us about the
importance at Henry Miller. It could be argued that Miller's best work is
The Colossus of Maroussi. That book has perception, beauty, and humanity.
The people of Greece are odd and briIIian4 ripe with character; the landscape and seascape of Greece are haunting. No contemporary book vivifies
and intensifies CreeGe more than The Colossus of· Maroussi.
Of course Henry Miller's comic novel The Tropic of Cancer is his most
noted work, his scandal. To readers it is one thing, titillation and shock and
(mostly, surely) amusement. To writers, however, it is vastly more. If one
is a writet The Tropic of Cancer is the liberating book of our time, far more
than joyce's Ulysses for example. The Tropic of Cancer is an emancipation
for writers. Because of it one can now write the absolute truth of life and

.STAND STILL

LIKE
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language. Miller made it possible for a writer to be honest, utterly. This
is a·considerable contribution to the history Qf human culture.
Stand Still Like the Hummingbird is a collection of twenty-three "essays,
prefaces, reviews and what not" written over a period of twenty-five years
or more. The most pungent lines in ~he volume refer to William Saroyan:
"Saroyan is today the most daring of all our storytellers, and yet I feel that
he is timid. He is timid, I mean, judged by his own criteria. His evolution
is not in the direction one would imagine. He took a big hurdle in the beginning, but he refuses to go on hurdling. He is mnning now, and his stride
is pleasant" and easy, but we had expected him to be a chamois and not a
yearling." Marvelous, deadly.
Miller relishes the tmly deserving-Thoreau, Whitman, Sherwood Anderson, Kenneth Patchen, Ionesco. But in wtiting about them he -is hortatory,
not trenchant, rodomontadish, not memorable. Discussion of books leads
him into a quagmire of words; one is reminded of his sodden volume The
Books in My Life. When he suddenly comments about himself-acerb
memories of his youth, a brief rejoicing picture of his past-the writing
quickens. Acid suits him better than mush.
I
-WillisD.Jacobs
Dr. Jacobs, whose reviews have brightened these pages frequently, is a professor of
English at the University"of New Mexico. His lead review of Seventh Street in the last
issue and informal field work in Gotham coffee houses and other Bohemian haunts last
summer has introduced the Quarterly to some new and interesting poets from whom we
may be hearing in quarters to come.

NEW POETS OF ENGLAND AND AMmuCA, ed. by Donald Hall, Robert Pack,
Louis Simpson. New York: Meridian Books, World, 1957. 351 pp. $1.55.
Tim NEW AMmuCAN POETRY: 1945-1960, ed. by Donald M. Allen. New
York: Grove Press, 1960. 454 pp. $2'95.
.
NEW POETS OF ENGMND AND AMEmCA, SECOND SELECTION, ed. by Donald
Hall, Robert Pack. New York: Meridian Books, World, 1962. 384 pp. $1.65..
Considering three of the most influential modem anthologies of modem
poetry, the most striking fact is how dissimilar they are (or at least mutually
exclusive). Taken collectively, out of 142 poets in the three paperbacks,
the~ is not one that appears in all in common. Obviously, with two-thirds
of the same editorial staff, the two New Poet$ books repeat some of the
same names-but not the poems. Seven Englishmen and fifteen Americans
out of ninety are repeaters. None of the forty-seven Americans in New American Poetry are included except Denise Levertov who appears in one of the
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New Poets (the latest-listed as a Yank though she was born in England)
and is generously represented in New American Poetry. The age spectrum
of New Poets seems to be narrower, ranging from five born in '17 to one in
'35, whereas American 1}as a ,half dozen grand old men who were pre'-wat
babies along with three youngsters born in '37' Less than five percent of
NewPoets werebotn since 1930.
We don't know what all this proves except perhaps to underline the fact
that poetS are young (reasonably but not invariably); editors are individualists; and there seems to be no laureate dominating the scene. Of course,
these poets make Robert Lowell and Karl Shapiro old pappy guys (Why
bring them up in anything new?) and Robert Frost, Ezra Pound, and T. S.
Elio~ living legc;:nds. Robert could have belonged to the same sCout troop
as Stepl!en Crane, and Hart he could have dandled on his knee. Carl.Sandburg (the late biographer, you mean?) is not mentioned in poetic circles,
having gone the way of Kipling, Masefield, and the Auk.

1im INQ'UIlUNG MIND: A STUDY OF THE ADULT WHO CONTINUES TO LEARN,
by Cyril O'Houle. Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1961• 87 pp.
$1.,0.

Dr. O'Houlc, professor of education at tlie University of Chicago, raises
more questions than he answers in this little paperback, a coUectionof lectures delivered as Knapp Visiting Professor at the University of Wisconsin,
Milwaukee. Some questions he does answer: W!tat is the typical age of adult
students? Answer: thelate twenties to fifty. Marital status? Most ate married.
Occupation? Manymore professiona.l, managerial, and technical people than
those from other occupational groups.
The students can be subdivided mto three groups as to motivation. The
largest,§oup is goal-oriented (those in the group want job promotion, or
they wantt(l collect degrees, certificates and diplomas). Some are activity-oriented (they want to win friends and influence people, acquire a spouse
from among classmates, or simply satisfy a gregarious instinct safely without
too ..deep an emotional commitment). Some are leaming-oriented (study
with them is either compulsive or a recreation). O'Houle .passes no value
judgtnents on tbismotivation. One reason is a valid as another for studying,
depending on. the individual. He also· states that the educators, too, divide
into tIlesethtee classes and that by far the largest group of both stpdentsand
th~ teachers is the goal-oriented. The students in this group are the oldest;
SOUle: of the-educators in this group are insincere in their stand, knowing
that it-is-an.appeal that works and helps to fill classes.
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